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Abstract
The use of automation in producing news articles confronts journalism with 

threats, opportunities, and ambiguities. Thus, automation in journalism has attracted 
a lot of attention, from scholars who sought the perspective of human journalists to 
those who examined how audiences process algorithm-written news articles. These 
studies assume that human-written news articles differ from automated-written 
news articles. But do they? This current study compared human-written with algo-
rithm-written news articles published by media and software company Bloomberg. 
Guided by the frameworks of field theory and journalistic boundaries, we compared 
the news articles based on traditional markers of human-written news. Using ma-
nual content analysis, we found that algorithm-written news shares some similarities 
with human-written news, such as focusing on timely or recent events and using the 
inverted pyramid format. Beyond these, we also found differences. First, in terms of 
news values, human-written news articles tend to display more negativity and impact 
than algorithm-written news articles. Human-written news articles are also more li-
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kely to include interpretation while algorithm-written articles tend to be shorter and 
contain no human sources.
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Resumo
O uso da automatização na produção de artigos noticiosos confronta o jorna-

lismo com ameaças, oportunidades e ambiguidades. A automatização no jornalis-
mo tem atraído muita atenção por parte da academia, desde a perspetiva dos jor-
nalistas (humanos) à forma como as audiências processam os artigos noticiosos 
escritos com algoritmos. Estas pesquisas assumem que os artigos noticiosos es-
critos por humanos diferem dos artigos noticiosos escritos através de processos 
de automação. Mas será que são diferentes? Este estudo compara os artigos no-
ticiosos escritos por humanos com os artigos noticiosos escritos por algoritmos 
publicados pela Bloomberg. Mobilizando os enquadramentos da teoria dos cam-
pos e a discussão em torno das fronteiras do jornalismo, descobrimos que as no-
tícias escritas através de algoritmos partilham algumas semelhanças com notícias 
escritas por humanos, como o foco em acontecimentos atuais ou a utilização da 
pirâmide invertida. Mas também encontrámos diferenças. Primeiro, em termos de 
valores-notícia, os artigos noticiosos escritos por humanos tendem a exibir mais 
negatividade e impacto do que os artigos noticiosos escritos por algoritmos. Os 
artigos noticiosos escritos por humanos são mais suscetíveis de incluir interpre-
tação, enquanto os artigos escritos por algoritmos tendem a ser mais curtos, sem 
utilizar fontes humanas.
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Introduction

Technology has always been a transformative force in journalism (Pavlik, 2000). 
Major innovations, like the production of mobile, immersive, and data stories brought 
about by new technologies, have restructured work processes and reshaped journal-
istic outputs (Lewis & Zamith, 2017; Pavlik, 2000; Tandoc, 2019). While technological 
innovations may appear to be smoothly integrated in the news production process, 
tensions manifest due to various concerns regarding technology’s impact on ethics, 
job security, and information integrity (Flew et al., 2012; Lewis & Westlund, 2015; Van 
Dalen, 2012; Weaver & Willnat, 2016). One innovation in journalism where such con-
cerns are specifically salient is automated journalism.

The use of automated journalism, which some narrowly define as referring to com-
puter-written news with little to no human input beyond initial programming (Carlson, 
2015; Linden, 2017), confronts the journalistic field with threats, opportunities, and 
ambiguities. For some, automated newswriting frees up human journalists from writ-
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ing trivial, templatized articles and allows them to focus on writing news that requires 
more analysis and higher discernment. For others, introducing automated newswriting 
in the newsroom presents yet another challenge to human journalists’ ethical stance, 
editorial control, and job security, which are already all under threat. It presents am-
biguities, as while organizations may benefit from a more efficient news production 
process, individual journalists fear job displacement or the need for retraining. Thus, 
automation in journalism has attracted a lot of scholarly attention, from those who 
sought the perspective of human journalists on how automation is unfolding in the 
field, to those who examined how audiences process algorithm-written news articles. 
To a large extent, many of these studies assume that human-written news articles 
differ from automated-written news articles. But do they?

This current study seeks to answer this question by comparing human-written and 
algorithm-written news articles published by financial media company Bloomberg, 
one of the early adopters of automated newswriting. Bloomberg publishes algorithm-
written news articles under the byline of “Bloomberg Automation.” Through the lens 
of Bourdieu’s (1998, 2005) field theory and a content analysis of 1,282 randomly se-
lected news articles published by Bloomberg from 2016 to 2017, this study compares 
human-written and algorithm-written articles based on established benchmarks of 
traditional news, such as the presence of particular news values, the use of sources 
and typical formats, and the presence of interpretation, and discusses the possible 
impact of automated newswriting’s growth on the field of journalism.

Automated journalism 

Seen as a subset of “computational journalism” or “algorithmic journalism” (Lewis 
and Zamith, 2017; Lewis et al. 2019), automated journalism has been initially defined 
as computer-written news with little to no human input beyond initial programming 
(Carlson, 2015; Linden 2017), although others later argued that automation in jour-
nalism goes beyond just writing, but also data collection and management, among 
other news production processes (Wu et al., 2018). Thus, automated journalism in-
volves the use of automation technologies, which perform various tasks like writing, 
information filtering, and classification (Diakopoulos, 2015), in any part of the news 
production process, from the news gathering and selection stages to the news writ-
ing, editing, and distribution stages (Wu et al., 2018). Technological innovations, such 
as artificial intelligence software programs capable of machine learning and natural 
language generation, facilitate automated journalism (Montal and Reich, 2016). This 
reduction in human labor translates to reduced costs in news production (Carlson, 
2015; Fanta, 2017), which may have contributed to the widespread adoption of auto-
mated journalism among news organizations like The Washington Post, the Associated 
Press, and the BBC (Danzon-Chambaud & Cornia, 2021), especially for data-driven 
news articles, such as those about earthquakes, sports, and business.

With automation’s increasing ubiquity in the news production process, research-
ers have been studying its influence on the practices, content, business models, and 
labor requirements of traditional news media organizations. Carlson (2015) found 
both positive (e.g., finding patterns in information usually missed by humans) and 
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negative (e.g., increased layoffs of journalists) outcomes with automation technology 
use in newsrooms. Two studies raised ethical concerns regarding the use of algo-
rithms and automation technology: Parasie (2015) found that journalists encountered 
dilemmas on their duty toward readers regarding information accuracy, and Montal 
and Reich (2016) discovered a lack of disclosure and byline policies for automated 
journalism articles. Van Dalen (2012) also found that automation lowers the costs 
and increases the efficiency in newsrooms and enables human journalists to pursue 
more challenging and creative stories. 

Some news outlets have adopted automation in their processes. For example, 
Linden (2017) found that weather, sports, medicine, and business and finance news 
articles lend themselves better to automation. In particular, news professionals have 
described business news as a genre that is “easily templatized” and involves fre-
quent “repetition” (Wu et al., 2018, p. 11). For example, in commodities market news, 
automation technology allows the easy checking and reporting of commodity price 
movements on a daily basis with zero involvement of a human journalist (Wu, 2020). 
High speed information scanning and story production allow automated journalism 
to match the pace of trading decisions, which are also left to “software designed to 
find marginal advantages and a competitive edge at speeds no human can replicate” 
(CB Insights, 2016, p. II). This may be one reason behind financial news wires’ well-
publicized adoption of automated journalism. For example, financial, software, and 
media company Bloomberg has established a separate “fully automated news ser-
vice” called Bloomberg Automated Intelligence (BAI) (Fesanghary & Verma, 2020, p. 2).

Bloomberg, a top provider of business news with over 2,700 journalists and ana-
lysts producing over 5,000 articles every day (Bloomberg, n.d.), has widely used au-
tomation to produce news articles. Its BAI service leverages Bloomberg’s extensive 
datasets, tracks markets, finds useful data, and shares all this information through 
automated computer-written articles created from more than 500 story templates 
(Bloomberg, 2021). In a speech at the Digital Life Design Conference in early 2019, 
Bloomberg Editor-in-Chief John Micklethwait revealed that Bloomberg’s Cyborg bot 
can swiftly extract key details from earnings reports to generate headlines and short 
news articles. He also disclosed that about a third of all Bloomberg news content 
is produced with some form of automation (Digital-Life-Design, 2019). Bloomberg’s 
status as a leading provider of global financial news and its extensive use of automa-
tion in producing news articles provides a useful and important context within which 
the impact of automation on journalism may be investigated. Thus, in this current 
study, we examine Bloomberg’s use of automation in news production by compar-
ing its algorithm-written news articles with those written by its human journalists. 
This current study focuses on automated newswriting, which is only one aspect of 
automated journalism.

Transformations in the journalistic field

Pavlik (2000, p. 229) argued that journalism “has always been shaped by technol-
ogy.” Indeed, most recent developments in the journalistic field, such as mobile, im-
mersive, and automated journalism, are the results of technological innovation (Lewis 
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& Zamith, 2017). While many of these technologies were not specifically designed for 
journalism, their use in journalism can be transformative, as they may bring logics and 
practices not originally intended for journalistic purposes (Tandoc, 2019). Research 
interest in the increasing use of different technologies in journalism has naturally fol-
lowed, with studies investigating technology’s effect on news production. For exam-
ple, Perreault and Stanfield (2019) examined role conceptions in mobile journalism; 
Danzon-Chambaud and Cornia (2021) examined automated journalism’s impact on 
media practitioners; and Fahmy and Attia (2020) examined data journalism practice 
and development in the Arab world. What is common among these studies exam-
ining technology’s impact on journalism is their use of Bourdieu’s (1998, 2005) field 
theory to guide and frame their research. In field theory, journalism is seen as a field 
of forces that may be transformed or preserved depending on the actions and de-
cisions of existing agents and new entrants (Bourdieu, 2005). New players entering 
the field also introduce new processes (e.g., web analytics in journalism), which have 
been studied to reveal how a technology developed outside the field of journalism is 
changing traditional journalistic norms and routines (e.g., Wang, 2018; Moyo et al., 
2019; Hanusch, 2017; Petre, 2018, Wu et al., 2019a).

The field of journalism can be susceptible to changes brought about by external 
shocks due to its highly heterogeneous capital structure (Bourdieu, 1998; 2005). Not 
only does it capitalize on its cultural capital that is often operationalized as the field’s 
cache of competence and credibility, but the journalistic field also relies heavily on its 
economic capital, usually measured in terms of revenues and audience size (Benson 
& Neveu, 2005). The field’s embrace of new technologies, including web analytics and 
automation, has been widely seen as a response to journalism’s shrinking stock of 
economic capital (Tandoc, 2014; Dörr, 2016). When new technologies, processes, and 
agents enter the journalistic field, they bring with them logics that are external to the 
field but are then able to challenge, if not transform, journalism’s internal logics (Wu 
et al., 2019b; Belair-Gagnon & Holton, 2018; Eldridge, 2018).

Indeed, automation is a process that originated from outside the field of journal-
ism (Danzon-Chambaud & Cornia, 2021; Linden, 2017). How automation impacts the 
content of news has been discussed mostly from the perspective of audiences and 
pertaining to perceptions of credibility and objectivity. Waddell (2018) discovered 
that audiences view articles declared to be written by human journalists to be more 
credible than those declared to be written by algorithms; Liu and Wei (2019) found 
audiences perceiving machine written news to be more objective than human-written 
news; and Waddell (2019) found that articles co-authored by human and machine are 
viewed as less biased by audiences than those written just by the machine. Tandoc 
et al. (2020) also discovered that when audiences perceive a story’s content to be ob-
jective, they tend to rate message and source credibility higher if it was written by a 
machine than by a human. However, there has not been any empirical research done 
on the actual differences in content produced by a machine versus that produced 
by a human journalist. 

Studies have compared online news articles and print news articles, finding some 
differences, such as online articles more likely to engage in follow-up reporting than 
do print articles (Burggraaff & Trilling, 2017). Comparing content written through au-
tomation with those written by a human journalist is also an important investigation, 
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given assertions by scholars that algorithm-written output may be more scientific, 
precise, and neutral because of its seeming lack of personal bias or opinion (Parasie, 
2015; Borges-Rey, 2016; Tandoc & Oh, 2017). Conversely, humans have been per-
ceived to be able to produce content that machines cannot because they are able to 
conduct further inquiry, use critical thought and observation, and perform in-depth 
analysis and investigation (Abu-Fadil, 2016). Tasks like conducting interviews; inject-
ing emotion, wit, and insight into articles; recognizing political, legal, and cultural sen-
sitivities; and establishing context and causality still lie within the purview of human 
journalists and highlight the importance of their contributions (Wu et al., 2018). These 
manifest in human journalists’ ability to inject opinion, analysis, and context into their 
reporting, which can be considered as engaging in interpretation, going beyond the 
dissemination of information. However, the extent to which automated news articles 
may be adhering to traditional journalistic rules that have guided human journalists 
in their writing has not been adequately studied.

Boundaries of journalism

While field theory may provide a broad argument to why automation in the news 
must be studied as it brings in logics originally developed outside the field, the con-
cept of journalistic boundaries is also instructive. Increasingly, actors who would not 
fall under the traditional definition of a journalist—such as ordinary citizens or data 
scientists—are now performing acts of journalism and have been referred to as in-
terlopers or peripheral actors in journalism (Belair-Gagnon & Holton, 2018; Eldridge, 
2018). Traditional forms of news dissemination have been upended by social media 
and messaging apps (Kim, 2020; Bosch, 2014), and traditional ways of writing are now 
supplemented by automated news writing (Jung et al., 2017; Liu & Wei, 2019; Montal 
& Reich, 2017; Wu et al., 2019a; Tandoc et al., 2020). Thus, journalists find themselves 
having to constantly negotiate the boundaries of their profession (Carlson, 2015).

What are the boundaries of journalism? In proposing a theory of metajournalistic 
discourse, which refers to “public expressions evaluating news texts, the practices 
that produce them, or the conditions of their reception,” Carlson (2016, p. 362) iden-
tified boundary setting as an important process and called attention to “boundaries 
around actors, norms, and practice.” The concept of boundary work traces to Gieryn’s 
(1983) observation of how scientists engage in strategies to demarcate or contrast 
their work from non-scientific or technical pursuits to maintain a particular public 
image. Studies in journalism have since adapted the concept to describe how tradi-
tional journalistic actors distinguish themselves from external actors or new entrants. 
For example, in their analysis of metajournalistic discourse around Gawker’s outing 
of a married magazine executive, Tandoc and Jenkins (2016) found that news out-
lets and reader comments focused on outlining who a journalist is, what constitutes 
news, as well as ethical standards as important boundaries of journalism. In further 
operationalizing journalism’s boundaries to analyze big data journalism, Tandoc and 
Oh (2017) conducted a content analysis of The Guardian’s Datablog articles based on 
news values, sources, topics, visualization, and objectivity. Stalph (2018) also exam-
ined data-driven articles and focused on some of these markers of traditional jour-
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nalism, classifying them into formal characteristics (e.g., number of words, topic); 
data visualization (e.g., visualization type); data sources (e.g., data provider, country 
of origin); and form and content (e.g., story format, subject matter). In their analysis 
of data-driven news outputs in China, Zhang and Feng (2019) also focused on data 
source, data analysis, mode of presentation, and transparency.

Guided by these studies and the frameworks of field theory and boundary work, 
this current study compares automated news articles with articles written by human 
journalists from Bloomberg, one of the pioneers in automated newswriting, in terms 
of the articles’ adherence to journalism’s news values and routines. Studies have long 
examined and considered these news values and routine manifestations as markers 
of traditional news, with the assumption that traditional news is produced, or con-
structed, by human journalists. News values have been described as a set of “rules” 
(Shoemaker & Vos, 2009, p. 53) and a set of “requirements” (Harcup & O’Neill, 2001, 
p. 1471) that guide what messages and information are emphasized and selected 
as news (Tandoc et al., 2021). They influence journalists’ decision-making through-
out the whole news production process (Parks, 2019). Common news values used 
in studies include timeliness, proximity, impact, and novelty, among others (Caple & 
Bednarek, 2015). In their content analysis of articles based on big data published in 
The Guardian’s Datablog, Tandoc and Oh (2017) found that most articles displayed 
the news value of prominence, using datasets from well-known organizations and 
featuring prominent companies and countries in their reports. 

News routines are “repeated practices and forms” that allow journalists to effi-
ciently perform news production within temporal and economic constraints (Lowrey, 
2014, p. 1). News routines can also manifest in news outputs, such as in topic selec-
tion and use of particular sources. Journalists, dealing with constraints like deadlines, 
viewership levels, and information availability, may be limited to covering stories under 
certain topics only, or relying on a small subset of usual news sources. For example, a 
content analysis of online news articles from 10 news sites in five Western countries 
found a strong emphasis on news about politics and economy (Quandt, 2008). A con-
tent analysis of broadcast, print, and online news from 11 countries had found an over-
reliance on government sources in most countries (Tiffen et al., 2014). Another news 
routine is the use of the inverted pyramid as story format, which Pöttker (2003, p. 510) 
describes as “cost-saving” as it allows quicker editing and faster production of articles. 
A comparative content analysis of news articles published by The New York Times and 
Buzzfeed in the United States found that majority of their articles (82% for Buzzfeed, 
71% for The New York Times) used the inverted pyramid format (Tandoc, 2018).

Based on these previous studies that examined news articles based on traditional 
content markers, as well as on the ongoing discourse and research about the limita-
tions of automated news, this current study focuses on Bloomberg and compares its 
news articles written by humans with those written by automated technology based 
on the following content features: news values, topic, sources, format, and providing 
context and analysis. Therefore, using manual content analysis, we seek to answer 
the following research question:

RQ. How do human-written and algorithm-written news articles compare in terms of:
1. News values (i.e., negativity, timeliness, impact, novelty, superlativeness)?
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2. News topic?
3. Dominant information source?
4. Story format?
5. Providing interpretation (i.e., opinion, context, and analysis)?

Method

This study is based on manual content analysis of news articles published by 
Bloomberg across two years: 2016 and 2017. The unit of analysis is each individual 
news article. Content analysis allows the examination of the extent to which content 
elements recur, but this is limited to only manifest content (i.e., what is in the data), 
which potentially misses out on analyzing nuances and sensemaking that qualitative 
approaches engage in. Launched in the 1980s, Bloomberg has long been known for 
its information “terminal,” a computer software system designed to meet the needs 
of finance professionals such as bankers, analysts and traders who require real-time 
and newsworthy information related to the economy and financial markets. While it 
provides news and data services across other platforms like the internet, radio, print, 
and television, Bloomberg’s terminal offerings remain a core business (Stewart, 2019), 
with more than 320,000 subscribers worldwide (CB Insights, 2016). Having established 
itself as a leading provider of global financial news, Bloomberg serves as a notewor-
thy case study in automated newswriting. The company has increasingly focused 
on its capacities in automated journalism, a domain wherein competitors such as 
Associated Press, The Washington Post and Reuters are also developing expertise.

Using constructed week sampling (Riffe et al., 1993), our analysis involves 1,280 
articles: 650 articles are human-written articles, and 630 articles are algorithm-written 
articles. We sourced the articles from our university’s subscription to Bloomberg’s 
computer terminal. This paid subscription provides access to Bloomberg’s news re-
ports, among other types of content. In this study, we focused on news articles in the 
terminal. We collected a representative sample of articles using constructed week 
sampling by constructing two full weeks for each year. To construct one full week for 
2016, we randomly selected one Monday, one Tuesday, and so forth (e.g., using ran-
dom selection, we randomly picked one Monday and then sampled all articles pub-
lished on that day). We repeated this process to construct a second week for 2016, 
ensuring that no two dates are repeated (Riffe et al., 1993). The same process was 
done to sample articles from 2017.

Based on the literature, we developed a coding manual and trained three student 
coders in using the manual to analyze the sampled articles. Following the training, 
an intercoder testing exercise was conducted, where the coders independently an-
alyzed 20 articles, evenly split between human and automated and excluded from 
the final sample. While intercoder reliability among the three coders was achieved in 
most categories, issues were found for some variables, including coding for the domi-
nant source (Krippendorf’s α = .62) and the news value of proximity (Krippendorf’s α 
= .32). Proximity is defined as the geographical or psychological closeness of an is-
sue or event to the newsroom (Martin, 1988); however, Bloomberg operates several 
bureaus which is difficult to ascertain based on content alone. Thus, we decided to 
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exclude this variable in our analysis. We conducted another round of coder training 
and subsequently conducted another round of intercoder testing, which yielded ac-
ceptable intercoder reliability results (Krippendorf’s α = .70 and above), allowing us 
to proceed with the actual coding of the articles based on the following categories:

Author type. First, we coded the articles if they were written by a human, using 
automation, or a combination of both human and automation. Bloomberg labels 
automated news articles with a byline that says “Bloomberg Data News” as well 
as a sentence at the end of the article stating that: “This story was produced by the 
Bloomberg Automated News Generator.” Since this was a straightforward categori-
zation, and no article had combined authorship, the coders achieved perfect reliabil-
ity (Krippendorf’s α = 1.0).

News values. The articles were coded for the presence or absence of five news 
values common in traditional journalism (Caple and Bednarek, 2015; Harcup and 
O’Neill, 2001; Rogers, 2004). Negativity refers to when the article focuses on the 
negative aspects of an issue or event (Krippendorf’s α = 0.74). Timeliness refers to 
whether the news article is about a recent issue or event, and we coded each article 
based on its date of publication, so that an article is coded as having the news value 
of timeliness if the event or issue mentioned in the article is temporally close to the 
publication date (Krippendorf’s α = 1.0). Impact refers to whether the article is about 
an issue or event that has significant effect or consequences on a large number of 
people (Krippendorf’s α = 0.71). Novelty refers to whether the issue or event depicted 
in the article has new or unexpected aspects (Krippendorf’s α = 1.0). Finally, superla-
tiveness refers to whether the issue or event itself has a large scope or scale, such 
as involving a high number of participants, etc. (Krippendorf’s α = 0.74). Eliteness or 
prominence was excluded from the analysis as the coders yielded consistently low 
reliability in both rounds of testing.

Topic. We adopted Bloomberg’s own categorization of topics as specified in the 
terminal. Thus, the articles were coded if they were about business news, general 
news, legal affairs, or sports. The coders recorded a reliability level slightly lower 
than the study’s threshold (Krippendorf’s α = 0.69)—this limitation must be consid-
ered when interpreting the results.

Dominant source. The articles were coded for the dominant human source used. 
We only focused on the main source, based on who is quoted in the lead or cited in 
most paragraphs. We also decided to narrow down to just the human source, although 
an article can also cite document sources. The dominant source can be from gov-
ernment, politics, or law enforcement; business; civic society; culture, arts, sports, or 
entertainment; academe; or ordinary people. We also coded for the absence of any 
human source. Following a second training session and intercoder reliability testing, 
reliability improved from the first round (Krippendorf’s α = .90).

Story format. This refers to the story structure, which can be in the form of a lis-
ticle, chronology, reverse chronology, narrative, or the commonly used inverted pyra-
mid (Tandoc, 2018). The coders achieved perfect reliability. We also coded for story 
length based on number of words, where the coders achieved acceptable reliability 
(Krippendorf’s α = .78).

Providing interpretation. Based on previous studies that argued about the limita-
tions of automated news and the advantages of human authors, we also coded the 
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articles on whether they include opinion (e.g., personal interpretation of an issue or 
event), context (e.g., background information or description of the bigger picture), and 
analysis (e.g., explanations or critical perspectives on the event). An article got a score 
of 1 for each of these elements; the scores across the three elements were added, 
so that an article can get a maximum score of 3 if all these elements were present. 
The coders achieved acceptable reliability (Krippendorf’s α = .74).

Results

Using manual content analysis, we compared Bloomberg articles written by hu-
man authors with those written by its automated news generator based on news val-
ues, topic, source, format, and interpretation, which are usually considered markers 
of traditional news, long been assumed to be produced by humans. 

First, we focus on news values: negativity, timeliness, impact, novelty, and su-
perlativeness. The analysis found that all articles analyzed contained the news val-
ues of timeliness and novelty, except for one algorithm-written article. This may be 
due to the nature of Bloomberg’s subscription-based news service that focuses on 
sending out news quickly to subscribers. Thus, we proceed to the three other news 
values: negativity, impact, and superlativeness. The analysis found significant asso-
ciations between type of author (human vs. machine) and the presence of the three 
news values (Table 1). 

Table 1 – Comparing human-written and algorithm-written articles

Categories Human-Written Algorithm-written χ2

News values

Timeliness 100% 99.8% 1.03

Novelty 100% 99.8% 1.03

Negativity 49.1% 27.5% 63.18 a

Impact 20.3% 5.7% 59.93 a

Superlativeness 21.2% 5.6% 67.25 a

News topic
Business news 47.3% 97.9%

408.37a
General news 52.7% 2.1%

Source Human source 93.5% 0.6% 1108.60a

Format Inverted pyramid 96.2% 99.8% 22.86a

Interpretation

Opinion 21.5% 6% 64.25 a

Context 96.5% 100% 22.39 a

Analysis 36.3% 6.8% 162.21 a

Note. a p < .001. 

In terms of negativity (χ2[1, N = 1280] = 63.18, p < .001), human-written articles 
(49.1%) had a higher likelihood of containing negativity than algorithm-written arti-
cles (27.5%). Next, in terms of impact (χ2[1, N = 1280] = 59.93, p < .001), human-writ-
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ten articles (20.3%) had a higher likelihood of containing the news value of impact 
than algorithm-written articles (5.7%). Finally, in terms of superlativeness t (χ2[1, N 
= 1280] = 67.25, p < .001), human-written articles (21.2%) had a higher likelihood of 
containing the news value of superlativeness than algorithm-written articles (5.6%).

Second, the analysis found significant association between type of author (human 
vs. automation) and broad topic, based on Bloomberg’s own categorization, (χ2[1, N 
= 1280] = 408.37, p < .001; see Table 1). Human-written articles were almost evenly 
split into business news (48.3%) and general news (52.7%) while algorithm-written 
news was mostly about business news (97.9%).

Third, the analysis found significant association between type of authorship and the 
use of human source (χ2[1, N = 1280] = 1108.61, p < .001; see Table 1). While we have 
coded for specific types of sources, we had to dummy code the variable into with hu-
man vs no human source to be able to run meaningful chi-square test of association, 
as algorithm-written articles were mostly devoid of human sources. While human-writ-
ten articles were predominantly relying on human sources (93.5%) such as business-
people, almost all algorithm-written articles did not mention a human source (99.4%).

Fourth, in terms of story format, most human-written articles used the inverted 
pyramid format (96.2%) while all the algorithm-written articles except one (99.8%) 
used inverted pyramid (see Table 1). In terms of story length, there was a significant 
difference between human-written and algorithm-written articles, t (1278) = 23.61, 
p < .001. Human-written articles (M = 476, SD = 296) were significantly longer than 
algorithm-written articles (M = 189, SD = 72).

Finally, when it comes to providing interpretation—inclusion of opinion, context, 
and analysis—we found a significant, albeit small, difference between human-writ-
ten and algorithm-written articles, t (1258) = 11.11, p < .001. Human-written articles 
were slightly more likely to exhibit various types of interpretation (M = 1.54, SD = .82) 
than algorithm-written articles (M = 1.13, SD = .44). The smaller variation in scores 
among algorithm-written articles also shows that algorithm-written articles tend to 
be more uniform, while human-written articles exhibited more variability in the extent 
to which forms of interpretation are included (see Table 1 for a detailed comparison).

Discussion

This current study compared human-written with algorithm-written news arti-
cles published by Bloomberg and archived in its terminal, which supplies a range 
of content, including news articles, to subscribers. Guided by the frameworks of 
field theory and journalistic boundaries, we compared the news articles based on 
traditional markers of news, which have been examined for a long time with the 
assumption that news is produced and constructed by human journalists. By us-
ing these traditional markers, we found that algorithm-written news shares some 
similarities with human-written news, such as focusing on timely or recent events 
and using the inverted pyramid format. Beyond these, we also found differences. 
First, human-written news articles tend to display more negativity and impact than 
algorithm-written news articles. Human-written news articles are also more likely 
to include interpretation, which many scholars studying automation in news have 
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argued based on interviews with human journalists. Algorithm-written articles also 
tend to be shorter in length and contain no human sources.

Automation in the news has been initially welcomed for its promise of efficiency 
and speed. Indeed, we see this in the news value of timeliness, that algorithm-written 
news can assemble details faster, using automated processes. Since they are auto-
matically generated using algorithms and templates that were initially programmed 
by humans, they also usually contain news elements that are easily templatized, such 
as story format. These findings show that machines can be programmed to mimic 
human output, at least to some extent. Across other aspects, however, we still find 
divergence between human-written and algorithm-written outputs. 

First, we found that human-written news articles are more likely to provide inter-
pretation. But a closer scrutiny of the data also reveals that algorithm-written articles 
also provide background information, a form of context (see Table 1). Background 
information can also be templatized, at least in business news, such as providing an-
nual financial trends to contextualize daily reports. But human-written articles con-
tain more analysis and opinion. Indeed, unlike machines, human journalists can inject 
opinion, analysis, and context into their work (Wu et al., 2018). Second, and closely 
related to the earlier point, human-written articles tend to be longer, which can be 
explained by the injection of analysis and opinion. Differences in length may also be 
due to the use of human sources, common in human-written articles but absent in 
algorithm-written articles. Third, we found that Bloomberg uses automation almost 
exclusively for business news, while human-written articles represent a wider range 
of topics. This may be representing what previous studies have argued, that auto-
mation in journalism can free up human journalists to pursue more important, and 
perhaps more diverse, stories.

These findings also seem to show automation, at least in Bloomberg, is kept in its 
place by human managers—the humans continue to control the types of articles the 
machines are tasked to write, overseeing their work, and perhaps ensuring that they 
do not take on tasks that significantly threaten the position of human journalists in 
the newsroom hierarchy. Machines are delegated articles that are number-oriented 
and easily templatized, i.e., business news rather than general news, and that have 
less impact and are of a smaller scope or scale. These algorithm-written articles tend 
also to be devoid of human perspectives and have less interpretation. Human man-
agers in the newsroom, it seems, are still controlling the rate at which machines are 
allowed to transform the news industry. That said, if automated news writing con-
tinues to grow in scale and improve in its ability to mimic human writing, how will it 
affect variety and diversity in news coverage? For example, our findings show that 
while human-written articles have a lot of variance when it comes to length and in-
jection of interpretation; algorithm-written articles tend to be more uniform, display-
ing less variety. News organizations keen to utilize such automated technologies to 
reduce their dependence on manpower and increase their output may actively make 
decisions to machine-write a greater number of articles. Concerns then may arise, 
as news produced by machines tend to contain less critical thought, inquiry, and in-
vestigation (Abu-Fadil, 2016). Output quantity may come at the expense of quality. 

Of course, the findings presented here must be understood in the context of sev-
eral limitations. First, while manual content analysis allows empirical comparison 
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of textual elements, it cannot capture the contexts and processes behind the pro-
duction of manifest content. For example, our results cannot ascertain what kinds 
of editorial policies are in place that guide automated news writing (e.g., what kinds 
of stories are “assigned” to algorithms). Still, the findings presented here can com-
plement interview-based studies that explored what journalists think about and do 
with automation. Second, we focused on a specific news organization, one that 
has the resources to experiment with and fine-tune the embedding of automation 
in its work processes, which limits the applicability of the insights gleaned from our 
analysis. Future studies can build on our findings to examine the content produced 
by automated processes implemented in other types of news organizations as well 
as articles. For example, other news organizations use automated newswriting for 
earthquake articles and sports news articles. Finally, our sample of news articles 
was from 2016 to 2017, and the use of automated newswriting may have changed 
since then, both within and outside Bloomberg, especially during the COVID-19 pan-
demic, where a lot of news coverage focused on pandemic-related statistics. Still, 
we hope the findings we presented here will be useful for future studies as we con-
tinue to examine and understand how automation is (or is not) transforming the 
journalistic field.
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